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PREFACE

In September 1999, at the request of the Humanitarian Coordinator for the East Timor Crisis, Mr. Ross Mountain, I had
the exceptional privilege of being responsible for the establishment of Civil-Military Cooperation (CIMIC) 1/   functions
in East Timor. I have written this account of the situation in order to preserve some of the lessons learned and, for what it
is worth, to provide a source of information for any future academic research in this field.

BACKGROUND

In the aftermath of the announcement on 4 September 1999 of the result of the 30 August ballot, more than
500,000 people were displaced by violence in East Timor. A further 250,000 were moved into West Timor
and other areas, either by choice or through intimidation and these people remain at risk of continued
intimidation and attack. Many hundreds of people were killed, looting was widespread, and in many areas the
majority of houses were burned. The city of Dili was largely destroyed, and the situation was similar in the
other large towns, particularly in the region to the west of Dili, running up to the border with West Timor. The
crisis was further deepened when all Government functions, including public services and law and order,
collapsed with the rapid and unexpected departure of the Indonesian authorities. The vacuum in East Timor
was filled in the immediate term by the deployment on 20 September of the multi-national force, International
Force for East Timor (INTERFET), and by humanitarian agencies. Some of the agencies, including the Office
for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA), the High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) and
the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC), had in fact been able to maintain a minimal presence
throughout the crisis.

During the week of 13-20 September, the core
components of INTERFET (Australian, British,
French, New Zealand and Philippine forces) began to
assemble in Darwin, Australia, preparing for
deployment. Simultaneously, the UN humanitarian
agencies and Non-Governmental Organizations
(NGOs) also gathered in Darwin. The Government of
the Northern Territory graciously provided office
space for the coordination of humanitarian assistance,
and daily meetings were held under the chairmanship
of the Humanitarian Coordinator a.i.

Recognizing that the humanitarian operation would be heavily dependent upon close cooperation with the
military forces, the Humanitarian Coordinator called for the immediate establishment of a UN Civil-Military
Cooperation (CIMIC) component within his office. The UN CIMIC Team was staffed initially by the Chief
of OCHA’s Military and Civil Defence Unit 2/, supported by a British CIMIC Officer (former military) and a
recently retired Brigadier General of the Australian army.
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On 20 September 1999 ("D-day"), the first INTERFET forces deployed to Dili, East Timor. On the same
day, the Secretary General’s Special Representative (SRSG), Mr. Ian Martin, and the Humanitarian
Coordinator a.i., Mr. Ross Mountain, accompanied by a core group of UN agency staff, also traveled to Dili
and established Dili as centre for the coordination of humanitarian assistance within East Timor. From that
moment, the coordination centre in Darwin became a logistical support centre. During the first four days after
D-day, all UN personnel were accommodated within the Australian Consulate in Dili, almost the only building
that had remained unharmed throughout the crisis. Coordination meetings were held around a small table in
the basement, and floor space was soon saturated with cots and foam mattresses. INTERFET meanwhile
established camp at the "Helipad", a WW2 airstrip close to the Australian Consulate, in use as airfield for
helicopters.

On D+3, a service package, provided by the Swedish
Rescue Services Agency (SRSA) in cooperation with
the British Department for International Development
(DFID), arrived in Dili at the request of OCHA. The
service package was designed to provide
accommodation, office equipment and
communications for a total of 30 persons, 10 of which
were DFID/SRSA support staff. Rather than using
tents, the service package was established in high
school buildings adjacent to the UNAMET
compound.

The first occupants moved into the UN Humanitarian Operations Centre (UNHOC) on D+4, and within
three weeks, the service package provided food for 50 people, sleeping accommodation for 60, and
sanitation for approximately 150, including a large number of NGO personnel. (This detail is mentioned only
because, as it turned out, the physical framework had a direct impact on the way in which coordination was
carried out.) Also on D+4, INTERFET moved from the Helipad to a large building situated close to
UNAMET and UNHOC.

Meanwhile, weekly coordination meetings were held in Geneva under the chairmanship of OCHA, and a
coordination mechanism was also established in the office of the UN Resident Coordinator in Jakarta.

CIMIC IN THE PREPARATORY PHASE

Upon arrival in Darwin on D-3, the UN CIMIC team immediately established contact with the UN agencies
and NGOs present there, and with representatives of INTERFET. An initial meeting was held with Major Ian
Stoddard (Australian Army), who, as the official CIMIC officer of INTERFET, was to play a key role in
future civil-military relations. The CIMIC team also met with the logistical coordination centre established by
the World Food Programme (WFP) 3/ and discussed the need for a fully integrated "Joint Civil-Military
Logistics Centre" along the lines of the centre that existed in Entebbe Airport in October-December 1996. In
the event, such a joint centre was not established, but regular logistical coordination meetings continued to
take place in Darwin in addition to the daily meetings in Dili.

On D-1, on the basis of these initial contacts, the CIMIC team drew up a one-page conceptual framework
for Civil-Military Cooperation, which was conveyd to the Force Commander, Major General Peter
Cosgrove.

In all simplicity, the one page document explained that the objectives of civil-military cooperation would be
two-fold: (1) Coordination arrangements, primarily to de-conflict the intended use of the same resources, and
(2) specific arrangements to coordinate the use of military resources in direct support of humanitarian
assistance operations. As illustrative examples, the document listed the following:
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Coordination arrangements

1. movement schedules
2. use of airspace and airfield parking
3. use of commercial transport (air and sea)
4. enhanced information exchange
5. joint planning

Military Support to Humanitarian Tasks

1. "Safe environment"
2. Protection of warehouses and key facilities
3. Escort to convoys
4. Service packages:  water, electric power, shelter, health care, sanitation, road repair

In the evening of D-day, in the lounge of the Australian Consulate, the first meeting took place between the
Force Commander and the Humanitarian Coordinator, supported by their respective staffs. On that occasion,
the Force Commander expressed his total agreement with the purpose and intent of the civil-military
cooperation arrangements proposed, but underlined that his mandate clearly stated that INTERFET’s tasks
were "to restore peace and security in East Timor, to protect and support UNAMET in carrying out its tasks
and, within force capabilities, to facilitate humanitarian assistance operations" 4/, and that he intended to
tackle the tasks in that order of priority. At the same meeting, the Humanitarian Coordinator explained that, in
his view, the tasks of restoring security and providing humanitarian assistance were closely interlinked and had
to be addressed simultaneously, not sequentially. He pointed out that the military task could not be
successfully accomplished unless it was complemented by immediate humanitarian relief. The meeting
demonstrated clearly that civil-military cooperation starts from the top and that close contacts between the
Force Commander and the Humanitarian Coordinator are essential in a complex emergency. This was to be
the first in a series of almost daily meetings face-to-face.

KEY PLAYERS

Despite the name, Civil-Military Cooperation is never a partnership confined to two parties only. In East
Timor, CIMIC arrangements soon included civilians and military personnel in three distinct groups:

 Indigenous UN Non-UN International

Civil CNRT 5/, Church UN Agencies NGOs

Military Falintil
TNI (Indonesian forces)

UNAMET INTERFET

The interrelationships between the groups above had varying degrees of intensity. Thus, a close (vertical)
relationship existed between the CNRT and Falintil (the latter being the militant arm of the former), and an
almost equally close (horisontal) relationship existed between the UN humanitarian agencies and those NGOs
that served as "implementing partners". The UN agencies and main implementing partners comprised the
following:

UN:

OCHA (responsible for overall coordination)
UNHCR (shelter, non-food-items, refugee return, and protection)
WFP (food, lead agency for logistics)
UNICEF (general health, water and sanitation)
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WHO (health and avoidance of epidemics)
FAO (re-establishment of agricultural production)
UNDP (reconstruction and development) (limited presence in the initial phase)
ILO (vocational training) (limited presence in the initial phase)

Other International Organizations:

IOM (transportation of returning refugees)
ICRC (health care, water and sanitation, food, disposal of dead, tracing of family members)

Main Implementing Partners (NGOs) 6/

World Vision (shelter, food distribution)
Care (shelter, distribution of seeds)
OXFAM (water and sanitation)
Médécins Sans Frontières (MSF), Médécins du Monde (MDM )(health care)
Action contre la faim (ACF) (nutrition)
MERLIN (health supplies, vector control)
Oikos (distribution of seeds)
Caritas (food distribution)

EARLY CIMIC ARRANGEMENTS

Within three days after D-day, a pattern of CIMIC had evolved. Each morning started with a 7:30 meeting of
the heads of UN Agencies (in the UNHOC dining room). First item on the agenda would be "Matters related
to the military", thus enabling a member of the UN CIMIC Team to participate in the 08:00 "Commander’s
briefing" at INTERFET HQ. This briefing was classified "INTERFET Eyes Only", and the fact that the
presence of a civilian UN representative was tolerated is a testimony to the good common sense that
prevailed. It is worth noting, however, that the briefing on the civil/humanitarian situation was given by the
INTERFET CIMIC officer, not by the UN representative.7/  Each evening, INTERFET CIMIC officers
would participate in the 17:30 meeting at UNHOC. The meetings routinely started with a daily security
update, provided by INTERFET. At the first such meetings (while still at the Australian Consulate), the
INTERFET CIMIC officer was inundated with requests for protection of key installations and for provision
of escorts. This quickly led to the need for a more formalised system by which requests for military support
were to be submitted in writing (on a form prepared by INTERFET) preferably 48 hours in advance through
the OCHA CIMIC Team.

On approximately D+7, INTERFET established a
Civil-Military Operations Centre (CMOC) in a
building outside, but close to INTERFET HQ. The
CMOC was intended to be an information centre
open to UN agencies and NGOs and the point of
contact for any urgent request for assistance. Daily
civil-military logistics coordination meetings were held
at the CMOC at 15:00, chaired by the INTERFET
CIMIC officer (Maj. Stoddard).  Also these meetings
were attended by a UN CIMIC team member on
behalf of the humanitarian agencies, but the purpose
and value of the meetings was less than obvious.

After two weeks of operation, the CMOC was reinforced by a team of Civilian Affairs officers from the
United States. These officers brought their considerable expertise, experience and status to the CMOC, and
the only regret was that they arrived so late. While previous CMOCs, in Somalia and Rwanda, were
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successfully established within the UN compound, the location of the East Timor CMOC was never a matter
of discussion. INTERFET announced that it would be established "on neutral ground", and communications
between UNHOC and CMOC were established by INTERFET borrowing a UN handheld radio (call sign
CHARLIE-MIKE-OSCAR). INTERFET's CMOC, however, never became a meeting point for NGOs,
whereas all NGOs participated in the daily coordination meetings at the UNHOC (as did the INTERFET
CIMIC staff). This fact persuaded INTERFET to set up maps and other information the meeting room at
UNHOC, which became the de facto CMOC.

As mentioned above, in addition to the formalised meetings, the Force Commander and the Humanitarian
Coordinator agreed to meet regularly (albeit not at fixed times) at private meetings (each accompanied by 1
or max 2 staff members). Such meetings took place on average every other day, and they were instrumental
in the creation of the close cooperation between the military and the humanitarian sides.

WORKING RELATIONS IN THE AIRPORTS

The airport in Dili became the first testing ground for civil-military relations. It has a relatively short runway,
limited to aircraft of the C130 type and smaller, and with parking for maximum three C130’s at any given
time. Apart from two light forklifts, the only Material Handling Equipment (MHE) available was that belonging
to INTERFET. It was obvious that the airlift of humanitarian relief supplies was totally dependent upon the
good will of INTERFET, both in the allocation of landing slot times 8/ and parking space, and in the use of
MHE. While slot times in the early days were somewhat more restrictive than the humanitarian agencies had
desired, delays were minimal and INTERFET support to the offloading was exemplary. After three weeks of
operations, however, INTERFET announced that they could not continue to provide unlimited support for the
handling of humanitarian airlifts.9/   Nonetheless, INTERFET support continued for several weeks until a
civilian capacity was established by WFP.

The airport in Baucau has a 2400m runway in
excellent condition (once the wild horses were
chased away), capable of even the largest
cargo aircraft (C5, An124, B747). The airport
was protected by INTERFET (initially by the
Australian forces, later by the Phillipine Army).
As soon as the road connection between Dili
and Baucau was declared safe, the
humanitarian agencies wished to use Baucau as
the main hub for humanitarian airlifts. Initially,
the tower was not manned, and visual flight
rules applied. After a near-miss between a
chartered civilian Il76 and a military C130, the
humanitarian agencies requested INTERFET
to provide at least a radio operator for the
tower.

INTERFET complied with the task, and Baucau soon became a major entry point not only for airlifted relief
goods, but also for returning displaced persons arriving from Jakarta.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE FIRST "STRATEGIC PLAN" FOR HUMANITARIAN
ASSISTANCE OPERATIONS

On D+3, the Humanitarian Coordinator led the development of the first "strategic plan" for humanitarian
assistance. The plan formalised the intention to establish sub-regional humanitarian coordination centres in
eight towns outside Dili, in a given order of priority. The towns were Baucau (because of the airport), Los
Palos, Suai (where a small airport is located), Same, Ermera, Maliana, Vikeke and Manatuto. For each of
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these locations, it was envisaged to go through a progression of reconnaissance by helicopter, reconnaissance
by road under escort, truck convoy under escort, convoy without escort, and eventually establishment of
permanent presence.

The plan was developed by the humanitarian agencies in isolation. In retrospect, it would seem obvious that a
different order of priorities would have been established, had the plan been developed in a dialogue with
INTERFET planners. For example, at the time the plan was developed, the humanitarian side did not realize
that Suai (priority 3 of 8) was likely to be the last town declared safe, and therefore it was completely
unrealistic to give it such high priority.

Nevertheless, the plan served the purpose of indicating to the INTERFET planners that the UN humanitarian
agencies were engaged in strategic planning, and wanted to pursue this in cooperation with INTERFET.

THE BATTLE FOR ESCORTS

One of the major areas of frustration for the humanitarian community was INTERFET’s inability to provide
(all) the requested escorts of relief convoys. A first convoy to Baucau had been accomplished with an
elaborate escort of armoured vehicles. When the next escort was requested, INTERFET regretted that they
could not spare the required force. Certain (non-Australian) elements of INTERFET, however, shared the
impression of the humanitarian personnel (referred to by INTERFET as "the humans"), that the task could be
achieved with much less force.

An amount of diplomatic (and less than diplomatic)
pressure was brought to bear, with the result that
the requested escort was granted. Although the
episode created some ill feelings, it did open up for
a slightly more flexible approach to the granting of
escorts.

Subsequently, INTERFET demanded that
requests for escorts should be presented as soon
as possible and preferably 48 hours in advance.
As a positive response to the request was never
guaranteed, the "humans" found it difficult to plan
ahead and comply with the 48 hour deadline (if
you don’t know whether you can go to town A
tomorrow, how can you plan where to go the day
after tomorrow?).

The quest for escorts was exacerbated by the fact that UN staff were barred from travelling without escort on
routes that had not been declared "safe". UN staffers are painfully aware of the potential loss of insurance
cover, should an accident occur while the staff is violating security instructions. Some NGOs follow UN
security regulations (voluntarily), but many do not, and the lack of escorts therefore resulted in UN agencies
having to ask their implementing NGO partners to deliver aid to places where they themselves were not
allowed to go.

HUMANITARIAN OPERATIONS AT MILITARY INITIATIVE

An aspect of Civil-Military Cooperation that is frequently forgotten (as it was by the UN CIMIC Team when
drawing up the initial concept paper) is the humanitarian assistance provided by military units at their own
initiative. This can happen at the initiative of the individual soldier whose task it is to guard a warehouse of
rice, and who starts distributing rice to the hungry people outside the warehouse.10/  Or it can be intentional,
as a result of force contributing nations deciding that it is more politically attractive to send a field hospital than
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a combat unit.11/

The UN CIMIC Team had to intervene a couple of times to explain to INTERFET the fundamental principle
that military resources should complement, not replace, civilian resources.12/  In one particular incident, a
national military contingent performed an excellent job in cleaning up and restoring a hospital. However,
before the riots, that hospital had been run by MSF, and the MSF team were now ready to return, but were
barred by their charter from working alongside armed military personnel. MSF therefore requested the UN
CIMIC Team politely to persuade the military to relinquish the hospital and start working at a nearby military
hospital instead. Fortunately, the military contingent agreed and the matter was resolved amicably. The
example illustrates the difficulty of obtaining the right composition of forces when a voluntary coalition is
formed. The humanitarian agencies fully shared the opinion of the Force Commander that the primary need
was for combat forces, so that security and humanitarian access could be restored without delay.

On 22 October, 1999, an INTERFET press release brought civil-military relations to the test. The press
release announced that INTERFET had that morning landed in the Ambeno enclave (a small part of East
Timor located along the northern coast line inside western Timor). It went on to state that "Initial humanitarian
assistance in the Enclave will be provided by military personnel. As the situation allows, United Nations,
government and non-government aid organisations will be permitted into the area secured by the lodgement."
The Humanitarian Coordinator took exception to this statement and emphasized that the humanitarian
agencies had, for a long time, waited for permission to go into the enclave to provide urgently needed
humanitarian assistance. The matter was resolved by INTERFET agreeing to include a senior OCHA officer
in the advance team going into the enclave. The OCHA officer was responsible for the supervision of all
humanitarian assistance in the enclave, and, in the end, massive humanitarian assistance was provided with
extensive use of military support, on the basis of an agreed division of responsibilities.

 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE CONTINGENCY PLAN FOR MASSIVE RETURN

At around D+10, UNHCR suggested that a contingency plan be drawn up in view of the possibility that large
numbers of displaced persons might suddenly return from West Timor. The UN CIMIC Team convened a
planning group, limited to the key agencies/organizations (OCHA, UNHCR, WFP, UNICEF, OXFAM, and
ICRC) and INTERFET (represented by the INTERFET CIMIC Officer). Without going into unnecessary
detail, the group identified the most likely points of entry, agreed on the need to avoid registration and to do
whatever possible to keep the flow moving. The roles and responsibilities of each agency were discussed and
agreed.

Already at the first meeting, it became clear that the contingency plan could not be completed without full
involvement of INTERFET planners, as it required military protection of entry points and way stations. It was
not least the extraordinary cohesion of the civil side, both UN Agencies and NGOs working closely together,
which convinced the INTERFET planners to engage in a joint planning session with the "humans". A meeting
was arranged at the CMOC, at which the humanitarian side was represented by OCHA and UNHCR, while
INTERFET was represented by some eight planners, up to the level of Lt.Col. The joint planning meeting
turned out to be exceptionally successful in identifying the key issues, agreeing on the assumptions constituting
a "worst case" scenario, and agreeing on the urgent need to conduct reconnaissance along the routes leading
to the border. The humanitarian agencies had, in fact, several days earlier requested escort for such a mission,
but the request had been turned down. Now, with the support of the INTERFET planners, and ultimately at
the decision of the Force Commander, the escort was granted, and the reconnaissance mission started the
following morning. The mission lasted three days (two nights), and led to a complete revision of the plan.

The "worst case" scenario did not materialize, although large scale returns took place, and the contingency
plan formed the basis for action taken. More importantly, however, the development of the contingency plan
became the means to bring together the civil and the military planners, thus providing the missing link in the
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CIMIC chain.

CONCLUSION – LESSONS LEARNED

If anyone ever wanted the perfect scenario for a CIMIC exercise, it would be hard to find anything better that
the situation in East Timor. The relatively simple political and geographical backdrop, the limited number of
key players, and the imperative need to make civil-military relations work, are all ideal elements in a test case
for CIMIC. Although the lead nation of the international force had little CIMIC experience to draw from,
several of the other involved parties had such experience from previous complex emergencies, and many past
lessons learned were successfully applied.

One fundamental lesson that I have personally learned from East Timor is that the civil-military relationship
consists of three parts: 1) joint planning, 2) coordination of military support to humanitarian operations
performed by civilian agencies/ organizations, and 3) coordination (or avoidance, if possible) of humanitarian
operations performed by the military at their own initiative. In East Timor, the first aspect took too long time
to accomplish, the second was foreseen and prepared for, and the third was a source of irritation. A fourth
lesson, which should not be underestimated, is that a balanced civil-military relationship is only possible when
the civil side "speaks with one voice". Another argument for effective coordination.

In regard to joint planning, it would no doubt have been of great value if the Force Commander and the
Humanitarian Coordinator could have met prior to D-day and discussed how to structure their future
cooperation (and how to interpret the INTERFET mandate as stated in the SC resolution). Indeed, it would
have been even better, had it been possible to convene some of those, who would have to implement
Security Council directives (including OCHA, SC members nations and lead nations in the international
force), already while the SC Resolution was under consideration.13/   At least, starting on D-day, regular
meetings were held between the Force Commander and the Humanitarian Coordinator. The importance of
such meetings can hardly be overstated.

Below the level of Force Commander/Humanitarian Coordinator, however, joint planning did not materialize
until the humanitarian agencies engaged in contingency planning for the massive return (as explained above).
This was far too late. It would have been in the interest of INTERFET, as much as it was in the interest of the
humanitarians, to be familiar with the other part’s strategic thinking from the very beginning of operations.
INTERFET planners seemed to assume that the humanitarian agencies were perfectly happy to wait until the
last militiaman had been pacified, and then start humanitarian assistance operations. The lack of direct access
to the planners, for the first three weeks, made it extraordinarily difficult to explain that humanitarian
assistance was under an enormous time pressure to reach those in need throughout the country.

The coordination of requests for military assistance to humanitarian operations worked well. Both the
INTERFET CIMIC Officers and the UN CIMIC Team had planned for the task, and had no difficulty in
coordinating through close daily contact. I am, of course, institutionally convinced that it is a great advantage
to have dedicated and specially trained personnel, both on the military and on the civil side, to act as focal
points for the handling of requests for assistance.

No mechanism was set up (and the CMOC not utilized) for civil-military coordination of humanitarian
assistance operations initiated by the military. INTERFET would undoubtedly have been highly bemused, had
the humanitarian agencies initiated their own campaign against the militia. It is therefore surprising that the
military did not see a need to inform the humanitarian agencies of humanitarian activities planned by (parts of)
the international force. Again, these problems could probably have been avoided, had there been closer
contact between civil and military planners.

Nevertheless, as the INTERFET operation is approaching its conclusion, I believe one can justifiably count
East Timor as one of the most successful examples of the military and the humanitarians working in unison to
achieve common overall objectives in a complex emergency situation. As stated by an experienced NGO
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representative:

"I find INTERFET and the Aussies refreshing. They haven't learned a lot of bad habits
from other wars and they have the [U.N.] Chapter Seven mandate, which gives them a
real grip on the situation. … I feel a lot more comfortable here than I ever did in Africa
where we were relying on Blue Helmets."14/

Michael Elmquist

Geneva, 01 December, 1999

 

 

Notes

1 -There is no single, universally accepted definition of the term CIMIC. NATO’s definition is much more
limited than the general usage of the term in a UN context. (In fact, it might be better to use the term
Humanitarian-Military Cooperation, if the word "HUMIC" did not have connotations of decay). I would offer
the following suggestion: "Civil-Military Cooperation (CIMIC) is the relationship of interaction, mutual
support, joint planning, and constant exchange of information required at all levels between military
force structures and humanitarian organizations and agencies operating towards common objectives
in response to a humanitarian emergency"

2 - The Military and Civil Defence Unit (MCDU), part of the Disaster Response Branch of OCHA Geneva,
was created in March 1996 by the Inter Agency Standing Committee (a forum for the UN humanitarian
agencies) as the single focal point for all matters related to the use of military and civil defence resources in
support of humanitarian operations in any kind of emergency (natural disasters and complex emergencies).

3 - At the request of the Humanitarian Coordinator, WFP established a joint logistics centre, and accepted
the responsibility as lead agency for logistics.

4 - UN Security Council resolution 1264 (1999) on East Timor, paragraph 3
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5 - Conselho Nacional da Resistência Timorense (National Council of Timorese Resistance)

6 - The number of NGOs in East Timor increased on a daily basis, and the listing included here only shows
the tip of the iceberg.

7 - Unlike KFOR briefings in which the UN representative’s briefing on the civil/humanitarian situation
formed an integral part.

8 - The allocation of slot times was made by the INTERFET movements centre in Darwin, in cooperation
with the WFP logistics centre.

9 - A parallel to the situation in Skopje in April, 1999, where NATO forces handled humanitarian airlifts for
the first two weeks, after which a civilian air handling team was brought in by DFID.

10 - This actually happened in Dili with the inevitable result that a large crowd of hungry people gathered
outside the warehouse the next day.

11 - The main hospital in Dili was serviced by the ICRC, but in addition, three field hospitals were established
by the Australian, French, and Portuguese forces. There was a shortage of patients.

12 - This principle is stated in the "Oslo Guidelines" ("GUIDELINES ON THE USE OF MILITARY AND
CIVIL DEFENCE ASSETS IN DISASTER RELIEF", UN-DHA, May 1994)

13 - While joint inter-agency planning for peacekeeping operations is mandated in the United States under
PDD 56, no similar system exists within the United Nations.

14 - Steve Gwynne-Vaughan of CARE interviewed by Reuters, 24 October 1999.

___________________________
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